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 4.	Marshall seems to be describing the pottery of Sewan, near
Patna, which is remarkable for its extreme thinness and lightness.
 5.	Except for the fact that it is the capsule, not the " flower/'
which is " lanced " eight or ten days after the petals have been
removed,   Marshall's  information  is  remarkably  correct.    The
value of opium has, of course, increased enormously since his time.
 6.	Marshall is alluding to the rock salt of the Salt Range, a hill
system in the Jhelum, Shahpur and Mianwali Districts of the
Panjab.
 7.	For the " Directore for the Dutch " who had been in Japan
see Chapter VII, note on No. 20 (a).
 8.	For the difference hi the methods by which the lacquer
industry is carried on in Japan and India, see Watt, op. cit, vi. 334,
s.v. Ja£an Lacquer Industry.

 10.	Bowrey,  about the same date, rates the rupee at 3200
cowries, or 40 pan, the highest figure quoted by Marshall (see
Bowrey, ed. Temple, p. 218).    In 1835 Kelly (Universal Cambist,
i. 88) gives only 2560 as the average number of cowries to a rupee,
or less than Marshall's lowest estimate.
 11.	(a) " i Tucka [taka] 2 Pice."   This "tucka" must not be
confounded with " tucka " (taka), the word commonly used by
Bengalis for a rupee.    See Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Tucka.
(d) The one-anna piece of silver is the kola of Abu'l-Fazl's
list of Akbar's coins.
12.	Marshall's table of coins at Fort St.  George is almost
identical with Fryer's (ed. Crooke, ii. 132), about the same date,
except that he substitutes " pice " for the latter's " cash " {but
see No. 25).    See also Bowrey, ed. Temple, p. 114.
13.	Among the " Local monetary terms"' given in Hemingway's
\   Godavari District Gazetteer, p. 123, is the following table :
96 cowries     = i 3-pie piece.
4 cowries     =i punjam.
3 punjams =i toli.
2 tolis	=i dammidi (f pie).
2 dammidis = i egani (ij pies),
y	2 eganis.      =i dabbu (a 3-pie piece).
It seems almost certain that egani and Marshall's " agan ** are
identical.
For   " Picans '*   at  Narsapore   (Narasapur)   see  Bowrey,   ed.
Temple, p. 116, and for " Old Pagothas " see ibid. p. 115 and note.
17. MarshaU's cowry table corresponds almost exactly with
that given by Bowrey (ed. Temple, p. 218).    See also note 8 on
the same page for remarks on the 'abbasi.

